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Patrol
During the month of November, officers of the Operations Division worked a total of
3,226 hours. 64 of the total work hours were completed by Non-Probationary Reserve
Officers not in the FTO program.
**Total hours reflect actual road hours (training and meeting hours are excluded).
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Enforcement Highlights
On November 1, 2018, Corporal Mike Gill responded to an alarm at a residence on
Bellmore Drive. Upon arrival Cpl. Gill noticed forced entry to the front door. Officer
Nelson arrived shortly thereafter and the residence was cleared. It was determined that a
safe containing two handguns was taken from the residence. There was no suspect
information at the time of report.
On November 3, 2018, there was a report of a stolen vehicle from a business on North
Green Street. The victim advised Officer Dan Lawson she parked the vehicle in the
parking lot and went in to shop. Upon completing shopping, the victim said she could
not finder her keys and could not locate the vehicle in the parking lot. There was some
discrepancy between victim statements and video surveillance. The vehicle was entered
into NCIC/IDACS as stolen. On November 4, 2018, Officer Lawson received
information the vehicle was recovered by Speedway Police Department and it had been
involved in a crash.
On November 8, 2018, there was a report of theft from a vehicle on Audubon Drive
between the hours of midnight and 4 a.m. Items stolen from the vehicle were cash and an
Apple watch. The vehicle was left unsecured and there are no identified suspects.
On November 16, 2018, AMA shift officers responded to a domestic dispute on Sugar
Bush Lane. There was a report by dispatch of gunfire while officers continued to
respond. Upon arrival, officers made contact with a female, and a male that had been
shot. Medics arrived and began to treat the wounded male and transported him to a
medical facility for treatment.
On November 20, 2018, there was a report of theft from a construction trailer on
Mansfield Drive. Multiple pieces of construction equipment were taken from a trailer
totaling $3,000. It was reported that the trailer was secured and the lock had been
broken. There was no suspect information provided at the time of report.
On November 23, 2018, Officer Chris Nelson and Officer Brad Carr responded to a
residence on Windhaven Circle regarding an overdose. Upon arrival, officers
encountered unresponsive female displaying symptoms of a drug overdose. Officers
administered Narcan to the female while waiting for medical personnel to arrive.
Through investigation, it was determined the female was a known heroin user. The
female was transported to a local medical facility for treatment. Further investigation
revealed other narcotics and a syringe located inside a vehicle at the address.
On November 23, 2018, Sgt. Matt Wing responded to a residence on Innismore Drive
regarding a family disturbance. Upon arrival, Sgt. Wing spoke with the residents who
stated that a cousin had made threats to “shoot up” there property with an AR-15. This
stemmed from personal property belonging to a relative in hospice care. After speaking
with family members, Sgt. Wing was able to locate and speak to the cousin who had
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made the threats. The cousin did admit to making threats and Sgt. Wing verified that the
cousin did own an AR-15. The suspect was charged and taken into custody.
On November 25, 2018, PMB shift responded to a business on North Green Street
regarding shots fired. Several witnesses reported hearing gun shots in which one of the
windows of the business was shattered. There were no suspects on scene at the time of
officer’s arrival. Detectives will be investigating this incident.
On November 27, 2018, there was a report of theft from a vehicle on Andscott Circle.
The victim reported an iPad taken from his vehicle. There was no sign of forced entry
and no suspect information at the time of the report.
On November 28, 2018, PMB shift officers were dispatched to a hit and run accident
where the victim was following suspect. The suspect pulled into a business on East Main
Street where officers encountered the suspect. The suspect appeared to be under the
influence of narcotics and alcohol as the odor of both emanated from the vehicle and
driver. The driver failed initial field sobriety tests and could not finish other tests due to
being unsteady. The driver was detained for a blood test and then taken into custody and
charged.
On November 30, 2018, PMA shift officers responded to an unresponsive person in a
vehicle parked on Beaumont Circle. Medical personnel were on scene as officers were
arriving. Medical personnel utilized an officers issued Narcan on the unresponsive
subject. The subject was transported to a local medical facility for observation and
treatment.
K9
K. Hyde

D. Marcum

D. Shedrow

M. Christian

Zack

Carro

Drago

Tarzan

Training Hours

0

9

8

4

21

Deployments

0

6

2

2

10

Arrests

0

4

2

0

6

BPD K9 Division

Totals

Use of Force
The Brownsburg Police Department documented two (2) Use of Force reports during the
month of November. Both reports were documented as Firearm Pointing.
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Both reports documented officers responding to a domestic disturbance involving a
shooting. Upon arrival both responding officers pointed their department issued firearms
at the suspect. The suspect was detained without incident.
Street Crimes
During the month of November, Street Crimes Officers seized the following narcotics:





Methamphetamine
Heroin
Fentanyl
Marijuana

Street Crimes Officers assisted UDTF with a traffic stop resulting in level 2 felony
charges for dealing methamphetamine.
Street Crimes Officer also assisted on a DEA case resulting in 6 arrests and the seizure of
the following:









Fentanyl
Heroin
Cocaine
Crack Cocaine
Prescription narcotics
Currency
Vehicles
Weapons

Traffic
Officer Kevin Huntsman and Officer Dan Rooker continue to focus on locations as a
result of citizen complaints about continual traffic violations (speeding and stop sign).
These common areas are:




Mitchell Drive
County Road 700 North (Garner Road)
South Odell (Bersot neighborhood)

Reserves
During the month of November, Officer Michael Burrell and Officer Dio Hernandez
assisted with filling in various shifts.
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Sgt. Kim Kiritschenko and Friends of the Reserve Division (FORD) have begun working
with Officer Kevin Hyde planning a Christmas dinner for several local families in need.
This event is funded by FORD and donations from citizens and businesses.
Roll Call Training





Police/Prosecutor Update
Ongoing CAD training on new system
Approach to crime scenes involving shootings
Suspect handling/public safety during shootings
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